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SA receives intents to file;
petitions due Monday night
Fourteen students submitted
intents to file for the four Student
Association offices before the
deadline Monday at 10 p.m. An
intent to file is actually a
declaration of intent to be a
candidate, SA President Greg
York said.
"It means they are willing to
have their names placed before

the Student Mfairs Committee,"
he said. Persons submitting an
intent to file will not necessarily
be on the ballot, York said, but
will first have to be cleared by
the SAC and obtain 50 student
signatures on a nominating
petition.
Students who intend to file for
the office of president are Brad

Bradley, Debbie Hooten, Debbie
Jones, Zac Muncy and Mike
Nolte. Those who intend to file for
vice-president are Phil Berry;
Blair Bryan, Lynn DuPaul and
Randy McKnight.
Lisa Bohan, Mary Ciccone and
Charles Dupre submitted intents
to file for the office of
(See SA ELECTIONS, page 4)

Foundation honors Collins

Senior Susan Collins has been
awarded the George Washington
Honor Medal from the Freedom
Foundation of Valley Forge, Pa.
Collins, a three-year veteran of
the Economics Team, is the first
Harding student to receive the
prestigous award and joins the
ranks of faculty members Dr.
Clifton Ganus and Dr. Don Diffine.
Collins was selected to receive

___ lnside-Bull-onie ...
The Bison's April Fool's
Day special issue is here.
Don't take any of it too
seriously. Pages 5 through
8.

'Barna ...

Gwen Crownover reviews
last Saturday's Alabama
concert in Memphis - a
sign of things to come
tonight in Little Rock .
Page 9.

the medal by members of the
Distinguished National and
School Awards Jury for her
speech entitled "The Marketplace and You." During Spring
Break Collins presented the
speech at five New Orleans, La .
high schools as part of the ~ee
day Youth Forum on the theme
"America, Freedom and you."
Since its beginning in i949, the
Freedom Foundation has
directed it's efforts toward.
preserving .and promoting the
principles
embodied
in
American's freedom documents.
The Foundation's national
awards program seeks to
recognize individuals and
organizations who "speak up for
America" and seek to help in
solving the basic problem of the
nation.
The awards program is
designed to recognize and draw
public attention to constructive
criticism which supports the
United States social, political and
economic systems.

Susan Collins
Dr. Diffine estimated that eight
to 10 medals are awarded annually.
Collins is a member of the Chi
Alpha Rho social club and a
native of Atlanta, Ga. She will
graduate in May and return to
Atlanta to work with a local
accounting firm. While at Harding she has been involved in
several scholastic organizations.
Among these are the American
Studies Program, Pi Gamma
Psi, Delta Mu Delta and Alpha
Chi.

Anchors A way

by JIM BRADLEY

Sophomore Melanie Rogers models sportswear at the 18th annuQ.l
AWH Style Show. See story page 4.

Traditional Rough Night to be eliminated
by Jane Gore

A Thing of the Past

by cHRis THoMPsoN

Next year's freshmen may not have to endure the rigors of Rough
Night, as the administration looks for alternatives to the event.

"We are going to take the
'rough' out of Rough Night,"
said President Clifton Ganus
in reply to the recent confusion concerning the future of
Rough Night. "We are going
to change its direction," lte
said. "Rough Night as it has
been in the past is gone."
"I
have
asked
for
sUggestions for alternatives
for Rough Night. Personally, I
was hoping for some kind of
overall program for pledges,
but avoiding the meaner side
of Rough Night," Ganus said.
A committee has been
formed to come up with
suggestions and alternatives
concerning Rough Night. The
committee is c!omposed of
both students and administration representatives.
The students 1 Greg York,
Kevin Meyer and Jan
Smithey, met with club
presidents last month to
acquaint them with the facts.
York said the main purpose of
the meeting was to make sure
that club presidents realized
that Rough Night is "a thing of
the past."
York said that, since the
March meeting, the committee has been getting some

suggestions. The committee
would prefer to have several
different ideas to work with,
according to York. "At this
point, anything is helpful," he
said.
Frater Sodalis member
Randy Anthony has begun a
petition which advocates
retaining Rough Night within
a much more regulated
situation. He has asked club
presidents to pres_e nt the
petition to their clubs.
"Roughly what my petition
is trying to accomplish," said
Anthony, ''is by working
within the system, to try to
retain some of the 'traditional'
aspects of Rough Night."
"One thing I wish I had
emphasized more in my
petition is the fact that
keeping the 'traditional'
aspects is not necessarily a
vote for Rough Night as it is a
vote for a sense of freedom of
choice within the clubs,''
Anthony said.
Dean Eddie Campbell wrote
a letter to Anthony's petition.
In the letter Campbell
outlined several reasons why
he can not support Rough
Night. These reasons were
originally given by Campbell
in a letter to Dr. Ganus. The

reasons include: the element
of unexpected dangers,
questionable safety of Rough
Night and the unwillingness of
students to voluntarily implemen.t change.
TNT social club has formed
its own committee to work on
an alternative plan for Rough
Night. Junior Charles Dupre
said they plan to have their
first meeting sometime this
week.
Student reaction to the
rumors of the demise of
Rough Night has been varied.
One rresident of a women's
socia club said that most of
the people who attended the
recent committee meeting
were surprised to learn the
extent of the changes that
may be enforced on Rough
Night. She said several people
seemed to feel that the administration had acted
without enough student input.
Dr. Ganus says he does not
know when the final decisions
about the Rough Night
problem will be made. "We
may not even settle it this
spring," he said. Ganus is
scheduled to address the
Board of Trustees about this
matter on May 7.
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Rough Night
is
gOne;
I
Letters
to
the
Editor
.
Alumnus's letter
•
de
now for a better I a 'self-righteous' ~~~~!~·~s,
Let's make this perfectly plain so that no one misunderstands:
Rough Night is abolished. No more. Finis. Nonexistent. Devoid.
Extinct. Kaputt.
Whether anybody read in this space, Nov. 6, 1981, our
suggestions for that traditional Pledge Week finale makes no
difference now. The ideas, arguments and discussion of Rough
Night are all of no use anymore. ·
The abolishment of Rough Night is primarily due to a lawsuit
against the University involving a Pledge Week incident in 1980 in
which a pledge was allegedly scarred by a silver nitrate solution
applied to his chest. The suit seeks $50,000 from the University.
That's quite a sobering slap in the face.
As the University saw it, some changes in Pledge Week had to be
made. So Rough Night has been eliminated. And whether we or
you are fond of that decision doesn't matter. Now the question is:
What will replace Rough Night?
Will it be a night of skits? An interclub competition of tug o'war,
egg toss and pie-eating contests? A weenie roast?
Let's look at the initial purpose of Rough Night as a guideline.
Some of its intentions were:
1. To bring about a sense of unity among the pledges.
2. To give the pledge a sense of accomplishment upon gaining
entrance to the club.
3. To make the pledge feel more of a part of the club upon
entrance.
What is needed is a Friday night activity that does not involve
physical discomfort to the pledge; dangerous, or potentially
dangerous situations; or anything which could be termed
"hazing." It could be an activity that is done individually by each
club or together as whole university.
Some students seem to think that regardless of what the
University has decided about Rough Night, their clubs will continue to engage in their traditional Rough Night activities. This
would not be very wise.
The administration wo11ld be forced to reprimand any social
club involved in such behavior. Also, the clubs and, specificaJly, the
individuals who choose to ignore the University's regulations would
place on their own shoulders the legal responsibilities of any
harmful incident- intentional or accidental - which may result.
Instead of weeping over the demise of an old tradition, let's look
at it this way: We have been given the opportunity to help form a
new Harding tradition which would last for who knows how long.
Surely, with all the ingenuity on this campus, we can come up
with a feasible alternative to Rough Night which is neither too
rough nor too wimpy.
Here's your chance. Put in your "two cents' worth."
Write your suggestions to this newspaper, President Ganus or
the members of the Rough Night committee, which include Deans
Ted Altman, Eddie Campbell, Patty Barrett and students Greg
York, Kevin Meyer and Jan Smithey.

To The Editor:
Dear Mr. (Robert F.) Lawyer:
After reading and re-reading
your recent letter <March 26) to
the editor, I must admit I am
outraged. Never have I read a
more blatantly judgmental and
self-righteous essay. You have
apparently allowed your considerable self-righteousness to
'lVerpower "Christian behavior."
Using your "Christianity" to cast
doubt on the "professed
Christianity" of Mr. David Ullom
is unforgivable, as is the
suggestion that he needs to
repent and ask forgiveness!
I am sincerely sorry that you
allowed yourseH to become so
mired in "the bad side" that you
not only didn't enjoy the film, but
felt the need to purge yourseH
afterwards. When one becomes
so obsessed with picking out the
"bad" in everything, it becomes
extremely difficult to enjoy the
good in anything.
You directly imply that anyone
who enjoyed "On Golden Pond"
"condones a dirty mind, filthy
speech, and immorality," and
you state that "it is not fit
viewing for any Christian who

~ishes to live by the Christlike
vrrtues of clean speech, pure
and high moral
I, and a great many others who
hail the movie as a family
classic, greatly resent your
condemnation of our enjoying
this show as a reflection on our
Christianity. In the future I must
ask that you leave the final
judgment to God.
Very sincerely,
Gil B. Browder

Good students
deserve praise
Dearest Editor:
You know, I've heard a lot
about the negative aspects of
Harding students - the students
who cheat on exams, the love
scenes all over campus and the
poor sportsmanship.
Well, I'm here to tell you some
good news. First of all, I've never
met a nicer bunch of students.
They are very courteous, wellmannered and kind to me and my
boys. I have two boys, 5 and
2'h , and let me tell you they are
a handful. I can remember when
my boys were running into
students' knees and they would
catch them and kiss them or hug
(See LETTERS, page 3)
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Devotion to Jesus requires sincere belief in cause
ChrJStJans
• •
In the w orJd . ,;

/

This week as I watched the
space shuttle Columbia return
from space, I couldn't help but
admire the devotion that -those
astronauts must have. When I
think about how much training
and practice they go through for
just one mission, it astounds me.
They apparently have a great
deal of patience to do the work
that they do.
When I compare their devotion
to bow much. devotion l have, I
bow my head in shame. Of
course maybe the reason they
stick With a project longer than I
can is because tbey really believe
in what they are doing. If each
one of us would take a good l~k
at our lack of devotion to certam
parts of our lives, then maybe we
would find that it is because we
do not believe in what we are

do~
Apparently that. lack of
devotion, or the attitude al giving
up, is a buman trait tbat we all
bave. Tbe apostle Paul faced the
same problem. Be had beep
~~.~ !liV~~w.-

..

•

b

h C

Y Jo n ooper

.
give up. Tbe. world rejected the
message that be bad to give, even
violently at times. The Christians
that he was helping were
sometimes against him. And of
course Satan wanted him to give
up.
In the midst of all his problems,
Paul had the ~~ect answer. to
~e probl~m of glVl~g up. ~e sa1d,
Fo~g.ettmg what IS ~hind and
stra1mng toward what 1s ahead,, l
press on toward the goal to wm

-

accomplish it. What a simple
answer to a complex problem.
In the Christian life it is so easy
to give up. All around us are
skeptics and hypocrites. If we
allow him to, Satan will force us
into looking at only these
problems. He will take our minds
off the lov~, fellowship and
purp~e that 1s what we are, and
he will help us ~o ~orget what we
are to d? m th1s hfe.
I adm1re Jesus so much that

.
he knew his purpose, and he was
completely committed to it. He
knew what had t~ be done and
when he had to do 1t. In short, he
- >Was devoted.
Paul, after struggling with the
~me problem, decided to not
g1ve up. The decision rides with
us today. If we are being faced
With the ~arne decision, then
maybe we ought to look at Jesus
and the many other New
Testament examples to see how
they dealt with it.
If you are struggling with that
part of your life and you can't
find an answer, then maybe it is
time to look at your devotion. Do
yo~ really believe in what you are
dm!lg? · Do you feel frustrat.ed
trymg to straddle ~he fence With
the world on one s1de and Jesus
on the other?

The
Fifth Column
Classify your life
by Karen O'Donaghy
and Jennifer Henderson
Most students are classified as
seniors, juniors, sophomores or
freshmen, but there are some
students who do not fit in to these
categories. Below is a list of three
additional classifications to
make those people who never had
a classification assured of a slot
in life.
The Debutante
If you fit into this category ...
You awake promptly at 5 a.m.
ready to face each beautiful new
day. You pause to smile at
yourself in the mirror. Next
comes
the
shower
and
beautification treatment; you
must look perfect for breakfast!
During the course of the day
your agenda includes an average
of three hours spent in the
Student Center, you attend
numerous club meetings, and one
hour you spend lingering over
magazines and socializing in the
periodical room at the library.
At the end of your busy day you
reflect upon your exciting experiences and then retire to rest
up . . . because tomorrow is
another day!
The Comatose
If you are in this category you
will definitely find it hard to
function before 1 p.m. You can
take a cold shower without ever
realizing what hit you.
Being your own lethargic self,
you have never made it through a
chapel program, class period or
church service without falling
asleep.
You have an innate ability to
fall asleep in mid-sentedce;
especially during sentences over
five words long.
Moving from class to class is a
definite problem for you. For
example, going from the Olen
Hendrix building to the Benson
Auditorium takes a minimum of
25 minutes, depending on how
many old ladies, small children
and trees you run into.
The Bookworm
One qualification in this
category is to have read every
library book and government
publication available at the
Beaumont at least twice. While in
the library you sit at your permanently reserved table. The
librarians all know your life story
and have memorized your I.D.'
number.
You hP.ve your attacbe- case
with you at all times which
contains: 4 sharpened pencils,
extra pair of glasses, periodic
chart, and slide rule to figure
GPA at a moment's notice.
In class you have very few
friends because of your nasty
habit of ruining the curve of
every test.
Clubs are forming now! Please
send your classification, name
and box number to Box. No. 1192
and we will arrange a time for
your group to meet.
·
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Guest Editorial

Dress code's motive deserves re-examination

The following is a guest
editorial written and submitted
to the BISON by junior Kathy
Coley, a Baptist student at
Harding.

What would any woman think
if, as she walks to a class in the

New Gym, a man jogging zips
o•O+C" - ?+O+O+O+O+O+O+O+O"'

~+ -.;~.~HAT
+
o

DOES THE BIBLE
• .-REALLY SAY ABOUT WOMEN?

~~

+

ilql if co.n'm ""'~ a t Ooolfler on rn,s sub1ect rnclud,ng 0
J 100 tl~m et~aluar,on 11s/ sefid S1 00 to
+

+
THE WOMAN'S BIBLE
~
~
P.O. Boa: Q2. te
Tul. . , OK 1•101
0
o+O+O+O+O+O+O+O+O+O+O+O+

I,

past wearing shorts up to his
derriere and very transparent
due to perspiration, or if, while
passing by the racketball courts,
glances in to catch a few pointers
on the game or just simply to see
who's playing and instead sees
the male players wearing shorts
that reveal quite a picture of
flesh each time they stoop to
action, or if, when she attends for
the finit time a men's club swim
meet, finds that bikini swim suits
that look like a second skin are
very popular? One woman might

W:edding
Invitations

think the above mentioned occurrences to be absolutely
sickening. Another woman might
not notice any of these men to
begin with. And yet another
might be aroused to unbecoming
thoughts.
To clear the air before it
becomes foggy, you the reader
should know that this article is
speaking to the faculty as well as
the students, for it is a known fact
that a few of our male instructors
can and do win the shortest short
contest at times. Most importantly, it is hoped that
someone· who is connected with
dress code development might
benefit from this article of
concern.
Two things rise on campus
during spring and summer
months: the air temperature and
the male clothing. There seems
to be a loss of common sense, a

Letters-------(continued from page 2)

Many styles including those with
photograph of the couple either color or black and white.

HARDING PRESS
Herman West, Printer
Campus Ext. 341

them and really gave a handful of
love. I can remember students
picking them up when they fell
and stopping the hurt with love.
My boys get all wound up and
they run sometimes like there
was no tomorrow. But the
students never seem to mind at
all.
I'm telling you, you can't find
better people than these. I thank
you, Harding students, for your
love, kindness and, above all, for

300 South Remington (South of Sears Dorm)

Aoo
10¢ FOR FLAVOR.
EACH
ADDITiONAL
ADD 1~~ FOR BANANA
OR HOT FUDGE,
FLAVOR

Have you got the bug?
We can relieve you
of all your misery
and send dad the bill.
Wouldn't he love that?

"Your Health Is Our Business"

your Christian-like manners
shown to me and my boys.
Because of you, my boys will
grow to be men with love of all
people. For they will always
remember the kind thoughts,
warm hugs, and bits and pieces
of appreciation here and there.
Because of you they will know
there is good in all people.
There are a lot of good students
here at Harding. It's about time
we pat them on the back, too.
Mrs. Jackie Maxwell

fROZEN. DELI.TE

BOYCE HENRY ARNETT, R.Ph.
Harding Class of '66
Prescription Chemists

IF YOU THiN
~QULDPLEASE
LIKE YOUR
SHAKE
LET US KNOW WHEN YOU
ORDER.

PEANUT BUTTER CHOCOLATE
PEANUT BUTTER CHOCOLATE BANANA
CHOCOLATE CHERRY
C~OCOLATE MARSHMALLOW
MARSHMALLOW

SUNDAES:::::::::::::::::
CHOCOLATE, CHERRY, BLUEBERRY, MARSHMALLOW,
STRAWBERRY, PINEAPPLE, BUTTERSCOTCH
.65
HoT FuDGE
.75
BANANA SPLIT-WHIPPED CREAM,NUTS INCL.

MEDICAL CENTER
PHARMACY

those professing Jesus Christ as
their mediator to salvation
saying, "the same is wroog for a
male."
One excuse given to a student
lor why that male dress code is
opposite the female dress code
~as that "the female does not get
aroused or tempted as easily as
the male." This is probably true.
But when one person drinks milk
every day and another _preson
drinks milk once a week, both
resulting in a severe allergic
reaction, should the ,milk be
forbidden to both or just the one
who drinks it every day?
There may be a "reason" for
this ironic dress code. It does not
really matter what that "reason"
is because it is evident that it is
immune to "common sense" and
"equal respect." "Common
sense" and "equal respect" do
not desire or demand that the
female dress code be changed in
any way to be equal to the male
dress code. The desire is that the
male dress code show equal
respect.
Is it fair that one does not have
the temptation because he is
aroused too often while the other
is tempted because she is not
aroused as often? Any temptation could cause one to go
astray. Thus, when "common
sense" and "equal respect" win
over "reason," our Christian
university will no longer allow
such irony to exist.

lack of equal respect, and an
actual irony existing in the dress
code here at Harding University.
For centuries it has been
believed that the normal
capacity of senses for any individual totaled six. But a new
discovery shows that there are
"seven senses." Of course,
everyone does not exercise their
sound and prudent judgment.
The "common" sense is the
unreflective opinions of ordinary
men and is mediated by intellect;
just as the "taste" sense identifies sweet, sour, bitter or salty
qualities and is mediated by
receptors in the tongue.
When it is wrong for a female to
wear short shorts, tight shorts,
skimpy shorts, and bikini swim
suits showing the shape of her
body waist down, "common
sense'' will always prevail in

,85
,95

WHIPPED CREAM - 10¢ EXTRA
NUTS
- 10¢ EXTRA

1.20~1.50--WITH

ALL HOT FUDGE
1.35--HF REPLACING ONE FLAVOR
.45--SPLIT IN A DRINK CUP
1.20~.35--HF REPLACING ONE FLAVOR
,50--ALL HoT FUDGE AND NUTS,
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A WH style show raises $850

Kristie Reeves models a light purple asymmetrical dress in the
AWH Style Show, which raised $850 Monday night. by JIM BRADLEY

by Karen O'Donaghy
Last Monday night the 18th
Annual Associated Women for
Harding Style Show was
presented in the American
Heritage Auditorium. A total of
$850 was raised for Harding, -said
Rita Rhodes, c~hairperson for
the Style Show.
Food and drinks were served
and the Time of Day performed
at a reception prior to the show.
The show, "City Streets" began
at 7:30 p.m. The auditorium,
which seats around 500, was
almost filled to its capacity.
The outfits shown were versatile and many outfits were
shown several times with
coordinating pieces.
Although the theme of the show
revolved around the working
woman, several pieces that were
modeled show this season's
popular "nautical look."
Several models from the
Searey area and Harding showed

off fashions donated by 10 Searcy
stores: The moaels were
Beverly
Staggs,
Debbie
Ballinger, Barbara Duke,
Barbara Jones, Molly Jones,
Teddi Clifford, Cheryl and
Shawnda Underwood, Jeannie
Liles, Kellee Citty, Kathy
Lightle, Carla Dunkerson,
Kristie Reeves, Melanie Rogers,
Beverly Alexander, Vickie
Davis, Tara Simpson, Angie
Mote and Amanda Landis.
A mother and her baby
daughter, Mrs. Cheryl Underwood and Shawnda, received
a lot of attention in matching
green dresses, and little Amanda
Landis stole to show with her red

and white party _dress as she
twirled around on stage.
Teddi Clifford, a bride-t~be,
modeled a wedding dress,
bringing the show to a lovely
finish.
Twenty-seven door prizes,
donated by local stores, were
awarded. Some of these prizes
included a brass planter, a
~icture frame and several gift
certificates to local shops.
Greg Hurst, a Harding
graduate now employed by
KATV in Little Rock, narrated
the show. Kim Winston and Rita
Rhodes were c~hairpersons for
this year's AWH Style Show.

See next week's BISON
for the nine-year history
of Spring Sing

Jones leads Monday night devotionals
Each Monday night for the rest
of the semester, Dr. Jerry Jones,
chairman of the Bible department, will be conducting
devotionals consisting of songs,
prayer, a short talk by Dr. Jones
and discussions following.
Dr. Jones said the main pur-

pose of the Monday night
meetings is to meet a need of the
students at the beginning of the
school week.
The lessons are designed to be
an unusual study of the gospel of
Mark.
"We zero in on several aspects

SA Elections
(Continued from page I)
secretary. Barry Blain and Ken
Fowler each submitted intents to
file for the office of treasurer.
The SA constitution requires
the president and vice-president
to be undergraduates who will
have completed at least 82
semester hours at the end of the
semester in which they are
nominated, and have a GPA of at
least 2.5. The secretary and
treasurer also must have a 2.5
GPA, but are only required a
minimum of 60 semester hours
by the end of the semester in
which they are nominated.
An intent to file for treasurer
was also submitted in the name
of "Ray Charles," but, according
to the Student Personnel Office,
there is no student presently
enrolled at Harding by that
name. Debbie Jones filed an

intent for treasurer as well as
president, but, as a candidate
can run for only one office at a
time, dropped out of the
treasurer category.
Nominating petitions are due in
the SA office by 10 p.m. Monday.
last
Campaigning
will
from Monday, April 12 through
the election on Wednesday, April
14. Any necessary run-off elections will be held April 16.
Any student who desires to run
for one of the SA offices, but who
did not turn in an intent to file,
should contact Chris Genry, SA
Elections Committee chairman,
to get information about write-in
candidacy, York said.
Intents to file for class
representatives are due· in the SA
office at 10 p.m. Monday. Class
representative elections will be
April21, and any run-offs will be
April 23.

Tifr£?id

in the book of Mark and the type
of discipleship found there,'' Dr.
Jones said.
Dr. Jones said that the transformation of the Christian as
seen in the book of Mark takes
place because the disciples were
shown that they should try to
develop a lifestyle like Jesus.
If one is to have a lifestyle like
Jesus, Dr. Jones said, he should
recognize His characteristics having a God-sent mission,
knowledge of the scriptures and
involvement in the lives of others
without regard for his own
reputation - and incorporate
them into his own life.
The devotionals have been
scheduled to begin promptly at 6
p.m. and end at 6:45 so students
can attend club meetings or other
activities.
Dr. Jones' lesson will be
followed by a period of open
discussion and questions. He
believes the format and nature of
the program "offer the students
an alternative that's not offered
at any church or devotional."

A New Arrival At

The NEW College Inn
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SPRING SING '82
SOUVENIR CUP
*

80C

tax included
(Refills 35c for the rest of the semester)
(Refills equal to large coke at reg. 60c)
Souvenir cup may be filled with:
*Coke

* Tab

* Dr. Pepper
* Mellow Yellow

•
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"A Cut Above The Rest"
the latest in mounting styles, check the new
shipment we've just received.

106 N. Spring
Downtown Searcy

Chicken Fried Steak
with freshstastiks
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For the best diamond buy you'll find, with

s2.19
Expires Apr. 9, 1982
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Chopped Steak
with freshstastiks

:

$3.29

:

Expires Apr. 9, 1982

I
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World's favorite, served the Bonanza way, with baked potato
Or French Fries, and all you want
from our fantastic food bar.

r.sst Race A"enuel
-.

Includes list of all clubs participating
* 20 ounce cup

The Hardly University Bull
"Seeking wisecracks and delicatessens underhandedly"
Scarcely,· Ark.

Apr. 2, 1982

Liz begs Fred: Take me back!
by Grin Frownover
Elizabeth Taylor has mount¢
a relentless and passionate
campaign to win back the heart
of' her fourth husband, Fred
Jewell, who was formerly known
as Eddie Fisher. Since her
separation from her latest
husband, Senator John Warner,
Liz has been calling and visiting
Jewell here in Searcy with uncharacteristic regularity.
"He's the only man I ever
really loved,'' Liz told astounded
reporters after the two were seen
together at tbe late showing of
"The Birds" in the Main
Auditorium. "I don't care what
Alice says or does. I took him
away from Debbie Reynolds and
I can take him away from her,
too. Mter all, I've lost weight."
,Sources close to Jewell say the
tall history teacher is "a torn
man."
"He doesn't know what to do
anymore," colleague Virgil
Lawyer told reporters. "At first
he considered getting rid of Alice
the way Montgomery Clift did in
Fred's favorite Elizabeth Taylor
film, 'A Place in the Sun' -by
throwing her out of a rowboat.
But since Alice had seen the
movie too, · he scrapped that
idea."
Jewell himseH has refused all
interviews, but students say he
keeps calling Genghis Khan
"Liz" in class, revealing what is
really on his mind.
A close friend of Jewell expressed
dismay
at
his

star-crossed predicament.
"I can't see why he'd even be
tempted to take Liz back. I mean,
when she left, she left him with
nothing. He had to beg her to let
him keep his red velvet vest and
bow tie," said the friend. "She
had promised him all sorts of
things when he left Debbie for
her. Fred had a promising career
in the overhead transparency
business, and Liz promised to
make him a legend as the
transparency-maker to the stars,
but, as you can see, it didn't pan
out."
But friends of Liz say the 50year-old star has been the object
of unfair treatment by the press.
"Liz isn't an animal, you
know," one insider said. "The
breakup of her marriage to Eddie
- I mean Fred- I never will get
used to calling him that- wasn't
all her fault. I'm convinced he's
responsible for her weight
problem. I don't know how many
times I heard him say,
'Sweetheart, you can have my
portion, too. I'm not really
hungry and you have a long work
day ahead of you tomorrow.' Of
course, Fred wasted away to
nothing while she got fatter and
fatter. Then, when the news of
their divorce hit the papers, Fred
looked like Liz had used him up.
By the way, from the photos I've
seen in the paper lately, he hasn't
put much weight back on. Maybe
he has anorexia nervosa or
something. I had an aunt with it
once ... "

Fred Jewell and Liz Taylor were spotted in an after-class tryst. Said Liz, "It's his hair ••• so unkempt
• . • it drives me wild."

Expert tells how

Compulsive eaters! Get thin while pigging out

..
Ralph Buick (not his real name) blows groceries on Day Three of
the amazing new Bulimia Diet. Ralph has lost 40 inches on his
waistline and two inches on his hairline in the past month.

by LarvaL. Brunch
College students are always
battling the calories that starchy
cafeteria cuisine and snacks add.
They've tried 1,000-calorie-a-day
diets, the Dolly Parton diet, the
Ayds plan and countless others.
Well, now there's a diet for those
who want to be skinny but who
don't want to give up the
pleasures of eating.
Yes, you too can eat all you
want and still have that sleek
anohbi:ia nervosa physique on the
amazing new Bulimia Diet,
which has been helping people
shed unwanted pounds across the
country. Here's the seven-day
diet plan guaranteed to change
your body structure.
Day One: Fast, drinking only
water or Sugar-Free Dr Pepper.
Pass mirrors or plate glass
windows often, encouraging your
pounds to disappear.
Day Two: Eat all the celery
you want. Since there are 15
calories in a stalk of celery, and a
person bums up 147 calories
chewing a ·stalk of celery, you
will actually be losing weight.
Again, drink all the water or diet
cola that you want.

Day Three: Celebrate your
first two days of strict dieting bp
treating yourseH to breakfast at
McDonald's. After finishing
hotcakes and sausage, a savory
danish and an Egg McMuffin, go
home and induce vomiting.
You'll combine a pleasure of
eating out with the knowledge
that you really didn't take in any
calories. Skip lunch. For supper,
have a Maalox tablet or a good
swig of Mylanta.
.
Day Four: Chew celery until
evening, when you can pig out at
Mazzio's. Order a medium pizza
all for yourself. Race your
friends to see who can flnish first.
Go home and induce vomiting.
Look in the mirror and repeat
"This is good for my 'figure ...
This is good for my figure . . ."
until you believe it.
Day Five: You know the
pattern now; eat whatever you
want, as long as you make a trip
to the bathroom immediately
afterwards. Drink as much noncaloric liquid as you like water, unsweetened tea, black
coffee or heavily saccharinepacked driilks. (You probably
won't catch cancer unless you're
.., •

.,

.·

••
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a laboratory animal.)
Day Six: When you wake up
with a small-scale nuelear war
raging among your internal
organs, call the school nurse.
Spend the day in bed except for
an occasional trip to the mirror to
admire your diminishing legs
and newly visible shoulder blades
·
and ribs.
Day Seven: You've completed
a week of your diet; celebrate by
a full-course dinner at Bonanza
with four trips to the
Freshstastiks salad bar. You
know what to do when you get
home.
Repeat the weekly pattern for
as long as you like. You can look
and feel like a shapely bamboo
pole in no time.
Listen to these quotations from
people who have successfully lost
weight on the diet: "It helped me
lose all my hair," said Yul
Brynner.
"I was a 380-pound circus
sideshow before I tried it," said
Sissy Spacek.
"I used to lift weights to keep
my body exercised; now I just
chew celery," said Arnold Schwarzenegger .
j ,
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· Let's ditch the academics and whoop it up

The
First Column
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by Dr. Dennis Spleen
First of all and foremost, let
me make it absolutely and
perfectly clear that I had nothing
to do with these four pages of noncreative garbage. Using all the
faculty sponsor faculties that I
have, I tried to tell them not to
print this smut. But, as you can
see, they turned a yellow waxy
build-up ear toward me and
turned then each to his own way.
Grin Frownover wrote that
gassipy rl': about Dr. Jewell and
Liz Taylor. Everybody knows
that that menagerie ended years
ago. It is unforgiveable that Grin
would open that long scabbedover wound. Why, think of poor
Alice! Grin's favorite pastime,
I'll let you know, is salting the
Band-Aids in the Health Clinic.
She should be tread upon by a
Bedouin tribe until flat.
And look at the crude essay by
Larva L. Brunch on the amazing
new Bulimia Diet. How could
she! There are people starving in
Pattie Cobb cafeteria and she
makes light of driving the porcelain bus. Her warped mind
could be used as a rollerskating
springboard.
Those Letters to the Idiot that
you see on this page are all entirely spurious. Why, every one of
them was written in exchange for
monetary gratuities. Talk about
fmancial mishandling!
Please understand that I
especially do not agree with
David Uvula's review of the film
in his kitchen sink on the facing
page. I happen to know from good
friends who paid good money to
see that film that it was offensive
and lacked any character
development whatsoever. I don't
care if Ingmar Bergman tossed
his cookies in the sink!
Of course the Dating Survey
and the Lyceum stories are a
good view of typical student life,
but K. C. Kasem is a sick person.
Her neurotic compulsion to use
the article "at" is nervewracking!
_
And Cynthia Hooteeni - that
self-centered little cosmic cod
bladder. Why she no more can
predict what will happen next
year than she can predict what
size support hose she'll need next
week. She should look at the everincreasing network of her
varicose veins instead of the
galaxy for predictions.
Last, but not least, I would like
to disown Homer, our illustrious
idiot in chief. I tried to warn the
Student Affairs Committee about
his growing fondness for Red Dye
No. 2, but nobody listened. Now
look at him - he's a despicable,
mind-rotted pile of misguided
porpoise squeals. He really
should be locked away.
So, as you can see, I have
played no part in this shameful
mockery of Free Press. Furthermore, I will not be held accountable for any of their offenses. Neither I nor this
newspaper are the official Organ
of this University. So, there!
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Harding students learn sooner or later that they can't do
everything they want to do here - and then they do everything
anyway. Social clubs demand loyalty; cafeterias induce extended
conversation; athletic teams rally support; theater and music
groups provide outlets for artistic talent; boys meet girls and girls
meet boys, and studies get shuftled to the bottom of the pile of
priorities. Guilt nags students, and despair enrages professors. We
at the Bull J!rOf!OSe a solution to the conflict between academics
and extracurricular activities.
·
We should simply eliminate the academics. After all, we came to
college to have fun. When academics are emphasized, however, we
forget our original intentions. We should end this perversion of our
ideals by participating solely in what interests us.
The names of the University and its colleges would have to
change. We like the sound of the name "G~time University." It
is short, descriptive, and easy to spell, a name that will look nice on
a diploma someday. (Of course, we all know that our performance
here will not matter to anyone 20 years from now.) If we were doing
the restructing, we would set up three schools within the
University.
The School of Social Life would involve-each student from the
day he or she set foot on campus, beginning with a month-long
marathon of mixers. New students could mingle with all the social
clubs, learn their stereotypes, arid d~ide which ones they wan~ to
be pegged with. After club bids go out, pledges would undergo
Pledge Semester, an intensified version of the current Pledge
Week. Pledges would wear ridiculously matched outfits, carry
upperclassmen's cafeteria trays and sit in their chapel seats, sing
ditties like "I'm the scum of the earth and I'm proud" until they
strain their voices, run 1,000 laps a day around the Lily Pool, and
kiss trees for two months solid. The semester would culminate in
Rough Week. (As a respectable newspaper, we refrain from being
too explicit about Rough Week, but it would involve 942 bunches
of rotten bananas, 12 gallons of castor oil, 400 pounds of molasses
and cornflakes, a deserted road near JudsoQia, and a beeftongud
During the spring semester, social life students would be able to
nearly waste their substance on Spting Sing, freed from the hindrance of classes. Hayrides, float trips, banquets, club sports, and
January, February, March, April, and May fetes would highlight
the idle spots in the semester.
Those students who come to college to be on their own and

escape parental persecution enroll in the School of Deviant
Behavior. When the deviant students receive their meal tickets,
they are also placed on food fight teams, with the most aggressive
hash stingers earning extra helpings of dessert. Deviants spend
most of their time devising and executing practical jokes: dropping
water balloons from windows, lacing toilet paper through the trees,
coating toilet seats with Ben-Gay, defacing cars with shoe polish,
hiding all the hymnals in Benson, and dumping shampoo into the
Lily Pool. (Some enterprising deviants might pour Jell-0 into the
pool in cold weather and sell it to Pattie Cobb after it sets:) Many
deviant students will want to bring cars to school for those illicit
trips to Augusta.
For the students who leave their families not to find freedom but
to start their own families, there would be the School of Dating and
Mating. The Olen Hendrix Building could be converted to Dating
Hall. Female students could use the kitchens to display their
cooking prowess to their dates, while outside in the many little
nooks behind the building, students could exhibit prowess of
another kind.
Most students in the School of Dating and Mating would want
eventually to marry. They would be free to latch onto someone
right away or to spend four years enjoying as varied company as
possible before they made their final choice. Dating and mating
students would be given preference in white swing assignments.
The transformation of Hardly into Goodtime University would
better fulfill students' expectations of college life; it would save the
Univetsity money by eliminating the need for faculty; the various
schools would serve the various needs of the diversified student
body; it would pare education costs by doing away with textbook
fees. It would revolutionize education. The Goodtime philosophy,
Dan Rather would call it; Searcy would never be forgotten.
We at the Bull realize that there are people somewhere who go,
to college to study, or even to learn something; but those people are
better off stuck in a library without the enticement of extracurricular activities. Hand them a few books, maybe a notebook
and pencil, and they'll be happy, ignorant of the experiences they
could be having.
It's just a matter of where a student's priorities lie. When we
know that much, we have to steel ourselves and go for it. Think
about it. You're not really here to study, are you?

Letters to the Idiot
Tippi, canaries
nuke Maytags
Dear Editor:
I don't care what your algaeencrusted, Malcolm McDowellfollowing, mealy-templed,
candy-coated, factory-sealed,
cranbeiTY-smelling newspaper
says! It is obvious to me that you
are a flimsy cover-up for the
Vegetarian Conscientious Subjectors for Increased NuclearArmed Washaterias <VCSINAW).
Fabric softener, my eye! All
you want is to see every local
laundromat install nuclear
reactors to appease the carrotmunching liberals with tough,
stubborn stains!
In the words of the great Tippi

~\
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Hedren, "What are we to do'?
Alfred's cameo was in the first
two minutes of the show! We
can't keep throwing the same
three canaries in front of the
camera over and over and over!"
I suspect you know what I
mean.
Unsigned due to
personal dignity

Bora Bora baby
is beehive blond
Dear Editor:
Why was International Follicle
Month overlooked by your
publication'? Many people would
have loved to have known that
our organization was sponsoring
a Follicle Festivities Seminar in
the beachside paradise of Bora
Bora.

The Hardly University Bull
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"Seeking w~crAclcs tmd tklicat~ unrkrlu~mhdly "
~
Idiot in chief ..... ... . .. . ...... . ...... . . .. . ..... . .... .. . . . Jay Perdue
Assistant Scapegoat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Laura L. Brown
Newt Eater . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Linda Ford
Featured Imbecile . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cynthia Hooton
Spor ts P ublicity Agent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ken Bissell
Peeping Tom . .. . .. .... . .. .. . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jlm Bradley
Money Changer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Terri White
Assistant Publican . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles Dupre
Comedy Relief . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. Dennis Organ,
Dr. Heber Taylor and David Tucker
Official weekly scandalsheet published whenever we can gather
enough good dirt by the students (chuckle) of Hardly University,
Scarcely, Arkansas_
Subscription rates: $400 per year. Make all checks payable to "Nuke
the Seals,' ' P .O. Box 9000, Bartlesville, Oklahoma.

Several vital hair care tips
were given to a few interested
listeners, but I'm sure the attendance would have been much
greater had you given us some
publicity.
I'm sure if I were in your place
I would not make common pigheaded mistakes like you.
In body and bounce,
Lillian Bufont, president
The Friends of Follicles

Oedipal editor
gets pat on back
Editor, dear :

Hey , son, just wanted to let you

know that I think you are dojng a

superb job a11 editor of the BulL It
is probably the best thing you
have ever been directly involved
in (excluding your insu:rpassa·b le
contributions to Progressive
Handbag Assembler magazine).
Your work on the Bull is indeed
much better than those tacky
little articles you used to write
for that underground Yoko Ono
newsletter.
In terms of, I would say the
Bull is smashing, direct, intense,
enlightening
and
beyond
description as . defined by the
English language. Keep up the
good work!
Love and encouragement,
Mrs. Jim PerdUe
(no relation)
P .S. - When are you coming
home next'? I rearranged your
bedroom again.

Liz literature
a grave situation
Dear Editor:
The Bull and especially those
cute stories on Liz Taylor are
some of the most entertaining
pieces of literature set to print.
Wish I could have lived to see
it.
Sincerely,
Nathaniel Hawthorne

Scarlet and Nat
gone with tendon
Dear Editor:
I just wanted to tell the world
that Nat Hawthorne is about the
biggest hoot I know. He's
hysterical! My wife and I read
his book "The Scarlet Letter"
and I simply jumped with Joy
until Joy hurt her ankle and we
had to sit down for a while.
Extremely sincerely,
Trip Caulfield, M.D.

Wretched letter
a gagful sight
Dear Editor:
Larva Brunch eats tuna noodle
yogurt - and we've got the pies
to prove it. Willing to sell for a
reasonable price. Could save her
reputation. What say'?
H()pefully yours,
Elsie Borden

J
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I HATE MONEY!
Money -. that filthy,
use1ess, perilous root of
all evil. It destroys, corrupts, and ruins.
If you hate money too, send yours to:
..

'

MONEY STINKS
The world-renowned Renaissance Punk Choir -wUI perform "Serfer
Girl" and other favorites in their April 31 Lyceum presentation.

c/o Boo Mitchell
341 W. Highland
Malvern, Ark. 72104
(This advertisement booght and paid for by Boo Mitchell)

Grease stars in long-lasting film

.

I have seen several long films
in my life - "Gone With· the
Wind "
"The Ten Comman~ents" and "Giant." But I
think that the longest-lasting film
that I ever saw was in a kitchen
sink. And it lasted about five
days, if my memory's correct.
It started one Thursday
morning. The diShes had been
thoroughly cleaned and put away
the night before. The stainless
steel sink was clean and shining
from the previous night's Comet
rub-down. With the dawn's light
came the ravenous mob. The hot
cake griddle didn't cause too
much of a problem when it hit the
sink. After all, it was just lightly
greased.
Then someone decided to make
biscuits. Shortening sure is hard
to clean out of a measuring cup.
Bacon was next on the menu,
and the iron skillet was the next
candidate for the sink. Along with
the grease. Who would think to
drain the grease?
By now the film was well into a
fully-developed production. It
had grabbed the sink strainer
and was clogging the drajn in
quite an adequate manner.
And then along came lunch.
Lunch did not contribute that
much to the development- of the
film, but the coagulated hot dog
water should not be overlooked.
By mid-afternoon someone had
seen fit to remove the dishes
from the sink, run hot water and
Palmolive dishwashing liquid
into the sink, and return the
dishes to their former resting
place. This did keep the hardened
food from sticking, although a
pan of pork and beans had been
overlooked and sat encrusting in
a corner.
The heat of the water and the
sudsing action of the dishwashing
liquid (Thanks, Madge.) did slow
down the film's development. But
this was simply the calm before
the storm.
For, by suppertime the suds
had paid a heavy toll. They had
been entirely wiped out. And
across the top of the kitchen sink
was a thick, greasy film.
Supper consisted of sloppy

_.

FilmReview

...~
joes, spaghetti with sauce (both
of which added a dash of color to
the film), chicken, hot dogs and
vegetable soup made with beef
stock.
The dishes weren't done that
night. Whoever was assigned to
do them that night saw fit to wait
and wait and wait.

by David Uvula

By the next morning the film
had reached a full development
in its reds and slate grays. And it
continued for four more days.
I suppose that this was the
longest-lasting film that I ever
saw. Unless it was ...
Well, let me tell you about the
oil slick in the driveway ....

Lyceum to introduce
cultural music
event
-

The Renaissance Punk Choir
will perform on the Benson
Auditorium Stage, Saturday,
April 31, at 11 p.m. as part of
Harding's Lyceum Program.
The group, which numbers }3
singers and one costume
designer, bas been d~ribed as
"certainly the most exciting
choir in the cosmos," by Rolling
Stone magazine in the Jan. 15,
1982 issue. ~
Conducted by Bruce Brash, the
choir has acted as goodwill
ambassadors in 39 countries
,representing such noted groups
as the B-52's, Adam and the A-nts,
and Tommy Tutone.
The choir will be performing
numerous
new
wave
arrangements mixed with
Renaissance
motets
and
madrigals.

• The choir was formed in 1978,
and in 1980 became the first official American musical group to
tour East Germany. The group
has also travelled internationally
to such places as France, Japan,
the Gulf of Oman, and
Braggadocio, Mo.
Punk glasses and citrus juice
will be provided for all those
attending. Tickets are $2.95 with
student I.D., or 29 cents with
gold-plated safety pins.
Dr. Erie Moore, chairman of ·
Harding's music department,
said, "This is the finest program
we've had the privilege of
bringing to our campus. I truly
feel that you will have missed the
cultur~l event of the decade here
at Harding if you do not attend.
I'm sure a good time will be had
by all."

Dating survey a waste of time on Hardly campus
by K. C. Kasem

A recent dating survey
taken by the Bull ·staff has
revealed nothing surprising
about the relationships on this
campus.
Out of 2,000 students, 1,999
responded to the survey done
by campus mail. The survey's
statistics sb~ed such widely
known facts as these: nearly
four fifths of the females at
Harding have not had a date
this year; 75 percent of the
males said they intend to find
a mate here; and 97 percent of
the females said they had no
intentions of finding a mate
here at Harding.
For average number of
dates per month, the m~t
common answer was zero
dates . per month from 45
percent of the women. The
next common answer was one
date per month from 35
percent of the females.
The average number of
dates for men was zero dates
per month from 40 percent of
the males answering and one
date per month from 45
percent.
As to whether they dated
enough, 95 percent of the

males said they had plenty of
,dates, and 90 percent of the
females said they had more
than enough dates.
Ninety-five percent of those
surveyed said they had never
heard any jokes about
"M.R.S. degrees" or Harding
as a "marriage factory."
Some of the reasons given
for not dating were ciub
athletics as a substitute,
"weekends are for studying
and playing cards," ignorance
of telephone operation, and
social awkwardness.
The majority surveyed
admitted that they d4l not
know what PDA was. Once it
was explained to them, they
said they had never seen any
occurring on Uris campus.
Students indicated that
there was no lack of privacy
on campus ....... naming such
places as the Q8ck of the Olen
Hendrix Building, the upper
floors of American Studies
after 9 p.m., and the space
between the Art Gallery and
the kiln building as convenient
places to be alone.
Statistics were compiled by
the
Wedoadd
Certified
Pollsters located in Romance,
Ark.
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True possessions: Voices from beyond visit student
by Homer
The following is a true,
documented report of a psychic
phenomenon. The BULL won all
rigLtS to this story tncluding, film
and ballad rights, by outbidding
the National Enquirer, Ripley's
Believe It or Not Museum, and
the Harding University Alumni
Bulletin. The names and identities of those involved have been
disguised to protect the BULL
from a libel suit. Believe us when
we say that truth is indeed
stranger than fiction . . .
Desmond Philumenist was a
typical Harding student. With
average good looks, average
grades, average status symbols
aild average dental checkups,
Desmond would never.have been
suspected of being different. But
he did have one unusual interest:
an obsession with female
vocalists of the '50s, '60s and '70s.
Who would have known that
such a wholesome pastime could
culminate in an eerily poignant
crescendo of falsetto, scarring
and altering Desmond's young
life.?
"It all started when Desie was
six and his father took that job
with T-Kel Records," said
Desmond's mother, Janelle.
"First, it was Kate Smith, then
LuLu and finally Connie Francis.
He used to put their best hit
records on the stereo and sit and
stare for hours.
"At first I though it was just a
passing fad like Desie's mood
rings, klackers and Silly Sand
had been. But after eight or nine
years, I accepted these female
vocalists' hit records as a part of
Desie's personality."
"I probably could have stopped
him from joining those record
clubs or at least introduced him
to some good ol' Van Halen
albums, but I just never thought
it mattered."
It was fall of 1981 when Mrs.
Philumenist found out how wrong
she was. It was Oct. 30 when she
received a letter from Harding
officials informing her of
Desmond's
sudden
and
mysterious withdrawal from
school.

Incredible exclusive photography of Desmond "Kate Smith"
Philumenist levitating while crowning his good with brotherhood.
"Just two weeks before he
disappeared, the news reported
that Connie Francis had made a
comeback," remembers exroommate Rodney Hippogriff.
"When Desmond heard about it,
he bought another one of her
albums and began undergoing
strange personality changes."
According to Hippogriff,
Desmond
became
more
outgoing, associating more and
more with show business people
and drama students. "He often
would burst into a round of 'V-AC-A-T-I-0-N' and get this pert,
little grin on his face," said
Hippogri1f.
.
Then began the nightly
seances. "They nearly drove me
to find another roommate," said
Hippogriff. "Every night- night
after night. The candles, the
incense, the humidifier, and
Desmond's incessant calling to
the spirit of Kate Smith- I don't
know how I took it all without a
breakdown."
Soon Desmond became too
involved in the occult realm of

female vocalists. "You see," said
Hippogriff, "female vocalists in
the 'otherworld' are very temperamental. They're all longing
enviously for a comeback like
Connie's."
One evening
Hippogriff
returned to his dorm room to find
the lights out, incense burning,
the humidifier spraying a fine
mist, and 12 talent scouts seated
about the room. Desmond sat
yoga-style in the center of his
single bed, eyes closed, calling
for singer Kate Smith. As Hippogriff recalls, "There was a
long drum roll that started
almost inaudibly and grew louder
and louder unt-il it finally
crescendoed with an ear-piercing
cymbal crash. Suddenly a sound
almost as heavenly as the Guy
Lombardo orchestra filled the
room with an eerie red, white and
blue glow.
"Desmond's eyes slowly
opened and he began to gently
lift off the bed until he was entirely free-floating in midair.
"Then came Kate's· solo -

While possessed by the spirit of Connie Francis, Desmond took on
more of her personality than just her voice. In this photo, be falls
off his bed, much Uke Miss Francis used to fall into orchestra pits.
'America, the Beautiful.' It was
her. I know it was," said Hippogriff. "No one could ever sing
it like Kate.
"It had to have been a psychic
phenomenon.
There's
no
question. There was my roommate, Desmond Philumenist,
floating five feet off the ground
and belting out 'America' in Kate
Smith's voice. It -was absolutely
phenomenal!
"I grabbed my camera and
took a whole roll of pictures. The
proof is there. There's no way I'd
lie about a thing like this.
"Well, I started feeling kinda
light-headed and then when \

What es en store for choo?

Lose Ten Pounds
of Ugly Fat
INSTANTLY!

Jupiter effect causes cosmic unrest
by Madame Cynthia: Hooteeni
1982-83 Predictions
Over Spring Break many of us
were scared into awareness by
the news of what some scientists
called the "Jupiter effect." In
this phenomenon all the planets
in our solar system supposedly
line up within a 45 degree angle of
each other. Many were predicting the end of the world. Hundreds sold their homes and
watched the sky, waiting.
Strangely enough, the end
didn't come. But it brought on
many
strange
psychic
phonomena that are yet to be
explained. The BuD's resident
psychic, Madame Hooteeni, was
greatly disturbed by this period
of solar unrest and tells us that it
has broUght on a great deal of
psychic activity that has led her
to make the following predictions
of the future. Though these may
be hard to believe and accept at
fli"St, Madame Hooteeni assures
us that they just might come
true. She says, "Life es fool of
sooprises and meeny are in store

Desmond started singing, 'Where
the Boys Are' in Connie Francis'
.voice, I passed out. You see,
Connie isn't dead yet."
When Hippogriff came to, it
was all over. The mist and incense had cleared, the music had
died, the 12 talent scouts had left,
and Desmond was no where in
sight.
Since that melancholy night in
October, no one has heard from
Desmond Philumenist. It is
rumored that he joined the "Up
With People" entertainment
troupe.
Truth is stranger than fiction.

·- --

by Madame Cynthia Hooteeni

\
for Harding stoodents."
Here are a few of the exciting
new predictions for the rest of
1982:
.
-Tuition expenses will rise next
fall to almost $100 per hour.
- Cafeteria prices will rise but
the food served will be just as
good as ever.
- Final tests will seem more
difficult than usual. This
phenomenon can probably be
eXplained by the "Jupiter effect"
also. As the planets lined up they
formed a type of eclipse that
blocked the sun's vital energy
forces from reaching the earth's
atmosphere. This, in turn, affected the brain waves of earth
inhabitants.
- This summer will be un~
seasonably warm.

- You may have a new roommate next fall or live in another
dorm.
- As Mars moves intO its 17th
phase, something bad may
happen.
- Many new freshmen arriving
next fall will be undecided about
their majors. This, too, is a result
of the "Jupiter effect" as it
especially
effects
underdeveloped minds.
- President Reagan will have a
change of heart and make room
in his budget for all college
students to go on welfare.
- Soon, very soon, Dr. Ganus
will tell the chapel audience
about someone who was
dismissed from school with only
a few more weeks left until
graduation because that student
didn't pay attention to the rules.
•.
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Entertainntent~
Concert Review

Alabama's new act means fun in Little.Rock tonight
by Gwen Crownover
If last Saturday is any

in~

dication, then·folks are gonna be
having fun in Little Rock tonight.
Alabama, the country charttopping quartet whose recent hits
"Love in the First Degree" and
"Feels So Right" crossed over to
the pop charts, found an incredibly warm audience for their
second Memphis engagement.
And rightfully so. Alabama , Jeff Cook, Teddy Gentry, Mark
Herndon and Randy Owen - has
a n'o-frills show of nothing but
good music and high energy. And
tonight they're taking it to Little
Rock's Barton Coliseum.
Alabama's show has been
revised since last fall's tour
(which missed Little Rock) to
include eight songs from their
new album, Mountain Music.
They have, as any successful
group is wont to do, dropped all
but the hits from their first two

albums from the act, but that
leaves some pretty powerful
stuff, including the two title
tracks, "My Home's in
Alabama" and "Feels So Right,"
as well as "Love in the First
Degree," "Tennessee River,"
and (my all-time favorite) "Old
Flame."
Perhaps the best of the new
songs is "Changes Comin' On,"
written by Jimmy Darrell,
Buddy Cannon, and Dean Dillon.
It is a "reminiscing" song, so
popular in country music, but
without the maudlin sentiment
of, say, the Statler Brothers. And
- I hope my brother will forgive
me- I think Alabama's version
of Creedence Clearwater
Revival's old "Green River"
may just be better than the
original, at least on the album.
Finally, although there may be
prettier songs and more
meaningful songs, in concert

Your Personal Invitation
Please consider this as your personal invitation to
stop by and visit Searcy's newest hair-styling salon,
Denise's.
Owner Denise Letlow has opened her own salon
after being associated with another salon in the area.
She would like to provide you with the finest hair care
any where. Denise has served as a stylist to such
notables as Burt Reynolds and Barbra Streisand and
was the Make-up and Hair Director of the "Forsythe
Saga" TV series.
Men, women and children are all welcome at:

menise's !Beauty Salon
Stylists: Denise Letlow, Sherilee Dittrick, Tanja
Roberts, Carol Stout and Lela Gosha.
268-8166

3205 E. Race

there is no song more fun than
"Gonna Have a Party."
Gentry, Cook and Owen are
cousins from Ft. Payne, Ala., and
have been playing together since
the early '70s, getting their
professional start in the
Carolinas. Herndon added his
drums three years ago - "on
April Fool's Day," Cook recalled.
A small-label record won them a
contract with RCA, which also
boasts Alabama's main competition - "If you want to think
of it as competition," Owen said
-The Oak Ridge Boys.
Of their. crossover from purely
country hits to pop charting,
Owen said, "It means that people
are being made aware of the
group Alabama that were never
aware of us before." Said Herndon, "We look at the whole
market. 'Pop' music is popular
music, and we think Alabama is
popular. We don't try to label
ourselves - we're not rock or
stone country. So we're just
grateful for any airplay we can
get."
The concert audience ranged in
age from pre-adolescent to postretirement, a sure sign that the
farm boys are popular. Perhaps
it's because, as Owen said, their
songs have a universal message.
"Like 'Old Flame' - well,
everybody has one. Except the
little kids who don't even have a
new flame."
Or maybe it's because they
don't go on an ego trip to record
only . their own compositions,
Owen continued, but try to get the
best songs they can from
whoever. And the album labels
bear this out. Of the ten cuts on
Mountain Music, only four were
written by members of the band.
"There's a lot more people
wanting to write for us than there
used to be," he said. Undoubtedly.
Or maybe it's because, as one
woman was heard to say, "They
ain't much to look at, but they
sho' can sing."

Randy Owen, lead singer of Alabama, performs in the band's
newly revised concert act in Memphis last SaturdayMLEEMcCAIN
Alabama's special gues.t
(warm-up performer) is Janie
_Fricke, a moderately successful
recording act (best known, to me
anyway, for "Please Help Me,
I'm Falling") but a very successful stage act. Her act is
short, or maybe it just seemed
short because I wasn't overly
eager for it. to end like I have
been with other warm-ups. So,
even though ticketholders may
not know her, don't come late just
to miss the opener. (Especially in

Need T-Shirts For Spring Sing?
Need Them Fast?

1-

Let us silk-screen your Spring Sing design onto top quality 50/50 T's
or jerseys in your choice of styles and colors.
And if you are in a hurry we won't make you late. We specialize in
giving you fast, professional service ... and it won't cost you an arm
or a leg either. We give generous group discounts.

Little Rock, where the seating is
general - also known as tooth
and nail seating - rather than
reserved.)
At $10.50 per, the Alabama
concert is no "cheap date," but I
guarantee it 6eats seeing "The
Aristocats" with every faculty
member's child. In fact, seeing
Alabama live beats seeing
Laurence Olivier in "Rebecca,"
and it takes a heap of entertainment to beat that.

The Downtown
Church of Christ
would like to offer you a

SPECIAL INVITATION

Call us today at 268-8728
or come by:

to hear

GLEN PACE
APRIL 4·7

THE SHIRT DOCTOR
·I

2504 East Race Ave.
Searcy, Arkansas

Theme: "Sharing your wealth"
Sun. morning
8:15 and 10:30

Located between KFC and Baskin Robbins

Sun. evening

6:00
-,

Mon.-Wed. evenings

7:00
900N. Main
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Three juniors named caplains of football team
Three juniors have been
elected to serve as captains of the
1982 Harding University football
team, according to Bison head
coach John Prock.
Kyle Blickenstaff, Randy
Buttram and Steve Jones were
selected by vote of the team
members during spring drills.
"We look to our captains for
leadership," Prock said, "and we
feel these young men will be
outstanding. I look forward to
working with them."
Blickenstaff was an AllArkansas Intercollegiate Conference quarterback and punter
last season and passed for 1556
yards on 120 completions of 262
passes. He led the AIC in punting
with a 37.5 yard average in 57
punts. The ~-3, 200 pound
Blickenstaff was also named the
winner of the 1982 A. 0. Duer
Scholarship Award by the
National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics.

Come Skate With

Us At

SEARCY
SKATE
CENTER
East Race Ave. & Hwy. 67

Bring A Friend

Randy Buttram

Kyle Blickenstaff

Steve Jones

He is a pursuing a general
science major.

three-year letterman who is a
pre-dental major.
Jones is a defensive lineman
who has started at noseguard,
tackle and end. He is a ~. 216pound three-year letterman.
Despite being injured the last
part of the season, he recorded 27
tackles, seven of which were
unassisted.

courtesy of PR: Office

Buttram is a hard-hitting
defensive performer who
overcame injury to rank as the
Bison defensive leader with 119
tackles, 55 of which were
unassisted. He also blocked two
punts. A 5-11, 192 pounder, he is a

GoHers take first round of AIC tourney
Harding University won the
first round of the Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference golf
tournament March 23 at the Pine
Bluff Country Club.
"I was extremely pleased with
our overall team play," coach
Phil Watkins said. "I feel we
have the most depth of any AIC
school. I don't ever remember a
time when a school did not count
its number one man's score and
still won the tournament."
Slating a team score of 307, the
Bisons were led by Hubie Smith
fi Memphis, who led the tournament with a 72. David Padgett,
considered the tq> player for the
Bisons, had a bad day on the links
with an 81, which posted him as
the number five player for the
team. The tournament rules
allow the top four players' scores
to count as the total.
Other players for the Bisons
were John Hendricks, who shot a

77, Kyle Chandler, who had a 78
and Collin LaFollette, who posted
the fourth best score of 80.
Southern Arkansas University
captured second place in the
tournament with a 309. Other
teams and their scores were _

University of Central Arkansas,
317; University of Arkansas at
Monticello, 319; Hendrix College,
325; Ouachita Baptist University,
327; Arkansas Tech University,
328; Arkansas College, 340; and
Henderson State University, 350.

EJ

FLIPPIN • KIIHNL

EYE CARE CENTER, P. C.

MAINTAIN A S20()00

311 North Spruce Street
Searcy, Arkansas 72143
501 1268-3Sn
Howard F. Flippin, O.D.
General Optometry

~BALANCE

Michael Kiihnl, O.D.
General and Pediatric
Optometry

FREE

The Colonel Announces:

CHECKING

HARDING BUCK NIGHT
every Monday and Tuesday night.

OPEN A "NOW

Coupons only redeemable on these nights.
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Bison basebailers take three of four

STATE FARM

I.NS.U RANCE

®

FOR INSURANCE CALL
Vernon Rogers
268-8638
1311 E. Race Ave.

Like a good neighbor,
State farm Is there.
State Form Insurance Compon i8s
Home Off•ces: 8/oom•ngron. lll•no is

The Bison baseballers enjoyed
a good week of competition by
taking three of four games in two
doubleheaders. The Bisons swept
a twin bill from Sruthwestern of
Memphis on Tuesday, March 24,
by the scores of 4-3 and 13-6, and
split another with AIC leader
Henderson State University. The
Black and Gold took the first
game 7-6, but dropped the
nightcap 9-6.
Against Southwestern,
sophomore Les Clonch earned his
first win of the season in an 11inning nailbiter that saw the two
teams go neck-to-neck to the
wire. Clonch fanned 11 Southwestern batsmen through the
game while allowing 10 hits and

See us for:
Banquet Favors
Corsages
Roses
Carnations.
Daisies
Plants
Gifts

*
*

*
*

*
*

Bison pitcher Mike Galloway releases a pitch in the flnt game of a doubleheader against Hendenon
State. The Bisons took the contest, 7-6.
PR Ofllce
only three walks.
Bisons belted 12 hits in the
paced the Bisons' attack with a
The Bisons pushed across the
contest with shortstop Rich
perfect four for four at the plate
winning run on an opening single
Katchur and third baseman
and three runs scored.
' by pinchhitter Kelvan Musgrave, , Marty Ninemire going two for
Clutch hitting brought the
Bisons the hard-earned split
a sacrifice, a hit batsman, and a
four and two for six respectively.
run-scoring single by Steve Ash- ·
In the second game, the Black
against Henderson State. The
Reddies, who were 1o-1 on the
craft.
and Gold belted out 16 hits on its
In the bottom half of the 11th,
way to the win.
year and 4-0 in the AIC going.into
Clonch gave up a triple to SouthFrank Turner won his first
the game, escaped with their
lives against the surging Bisons.
western's Waller, hit in a clutch
game of the year, going the first
situation, forced the next batter
five innings. Kenny Kinnear
Coach Dick Johnson's crew
to ground out to the infield and
·pitched the last two innings to
used the timely hitting of Kat-pick up the save. Musgrave
chur, Ninemire, and catcher
nailed down the victory. The
·
Dean Haley to back up the tight
pitching of first game starter
Mike Galloway and reliever Stan
"For all your insurance needs"
Valentine. Valentine picked up
his second victory of the week in
a tenacious performance.
"This is ·going to be a much
402 North Grand
closer race than has ever been
Searcy, Arkansas 72143
before," Johnson said. "It's
going to be tough. We've got to
Phone 268·3811
win a couple of doubleheaders
and get up there in the top two or
Ask About:
three."
Non-Smoker Auto Package
Tomorrow Harding will go to
Arkadelphia for a conference
and
match-up with Ouachita Baptist
Our Good Student Discount!
University.

*

Delivered on campus.

CORNER GIFT SHOP
Across from Science Bldg.

268-4741

"

HARRIS INSURANCE AGENCY

'~BRIDAL

BEGINNINGS''
a production of

KWCK-KSER RADIO STATION
Sunday, April ... 1982
2·5 p.m.

Register for door prizes and the grand prize
... A FREE trip for two -to Nashville, Tennessee!

Let the professionals at Dillin-West record
your wedding memories with that professional touch. Numerous plans to choose
from. FREE CONSULTATION.

Breckenridge Diamond Center
(Little Rock)

S
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Engagements

Bridal and Formal Center
Darrell's Florist
Searcy Karate and Nautilus
Hampton Lightin~ and Cabinet
Denise's Beauty Salon
Elaine's Bridal and Formal Wear
Cothern's Men's Store
Wiseman Catering
Roussel and Associates
Ideal Shop

* Bridals * Invitations

...

·

By appointment only: 268-9304

"Ouoliti< Y..,C..SH"

Dillin-West Photography

Q
'·"

PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT: 268-9304 1202 E. Market
Searcy, Ark.
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Searcy' High School
Auditorium
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Dillin-West Photography
Mayfair Coiffures
Eurasian Imports
James Photography
Searcy Florist
Hassell and Hunt Mobile ·Homes
Harding Press
Aclin Toyota-Fiat
(Jacksonvi lie)

First State Bank
(Beebe)

Wood-Freeman lumber Co.
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Bisons fight for tennis victory
In a non-conference tennis ·
match, Harding took a hardearned 5-4 victory over Southern
Arkansas in Magnolia last
Thursday.
Coach David Elliott's team
won the number one, five and six
singles matches and took the
number one and three doubles for'
the win.
Defending Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference
champion David Redding took ·
the number one matchup with a
6-3, 7-5 decision over Baylor Guy.
Eric Dawkins, playing number.
five, defeated Kurt Lehigh by a 16, 6-2, 6-3 count. Sophomore Nat

Malone took the third singles win.
with a 6-2, 6-4 victory over
Harvey Harris.
Coming upon on the short end
of their matches were Nigel
Liverpool, who fell to SAU's
Mark Payne by a 6-3, 7-6 score,
and Rex Fowler, who was
defeated IHl, 6-1 by Jeff White. ·
The Muleriders' Chris Blair took
a 6-2, 6-2 win over Bison junior
Kent Casey.
Bison doubles winners were
Redding-Liverpool at the number
one spot with a 7-5, 6-1 decision
over Guy-White. Fowler and Tom .
Tabor combined forces to stop
SAU's Lehigh-Harris in three

sets, 6-3, 1-6, 6-3.
Dawkins and Malone, playing
number two doubles, dropped
their match to Payne-Blair 7-5, 6-

o.

In extra matches, which did not
enter into the team score, Harding won three singles matches
and a double.
In singles, Tim Tucker
defeated John Vickers IHl, 6~2;
Tabor defeated Mark Smith 6-3,
6-3; and Keith Mays defeated
Scott Bounds 6-1, IHl.
Tucker and Mays combined
for a 7-5,. 6-2 doubles win over
SAU's Bounds-Vickers.

"'

---~

Sports Spectrum

~".~\· ;__

___________________
by Ken Bissell

. ~)

Girls take to the gridiron
In the past year, the women's
athletic program has advanced
by leaps and bounds. For years,
only intramurals fulfilled the
athletic desires of the women
who enjoyed sports competition.
Finally, intercollegiate competition was begun with the
emergence of the softball and
cross country squads.
Now another development has
arisen within the Harding
women's sports scene: flag
football has entered the agenda
of sports that the women can
participate in. Last Monday night
marked the initial schedule of
games, and the feistiness that the
women displayed was something
to see.
The rules of the game are quite
a bit different than men's flag
football in that the women cannot

Honeymoons
Airline Tickets
Ski Trips

~

World Travel, Inc.
Our Services Are Freel

~

Just one stop at FNB can provide you with the full service banking that you deserve. We have a variety of checking accounts in
which to choose - even one that pays you interest. Our savings
accounts and certificates of deposits are insured to the m~ximum
allowed by FDIC. lnquir~ about our trust services, lock boxes,
traveler's checks, cashier's checks, and FHA, VA, and long-term
conventional loans.
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First National Bank
~..,"',"'""

Member FDIC

tLI"'.J

TELEPHONE: 268-4211

268-4291

r----------·

We care about you at FNB and want to provide the one stop
banking you need.

A_l
__
P.O. Box 608 • Searcy, Mrr~.an:sa:s

908 E. Race

use their hands to block. This is
mainly to prevent any serious
injuries. It seems that the female
version of the game may be more
a game of finesses and speed
rather than pure physical
strength. Not to say that the guys
go out and murder each other,
but precision will play a larger
role in the girls' version than it
does in the men's version. Plus a
lot of luck will be prevalent.
Mrs. Barbara Barnes, the
women's intramural director,
said that the sport is completely
new to the Harding women so
therefore it is in the trial stage
right now. Depending on how well
the women like it and probably
. the number of injuries, it could
replace speedball next fall on the
women's intramural schedule
and become a permanent sport.
Although the sport is in the
intramural program, I definitely
think that it is another move up in
the women's sports program.
I would encourage all men who
are football fans to go out and
support the women in their endeavor (and believe me, for
some, it's a BIG endeavor!) to
play the game and learn the skills
that it took us so long to learn. I
would also encourage the women
to ask questions on how to throw
the ball or catch it or kick it or
whatever else you need to know.
But, no matter what, just have
fun and don't kill anyone!
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8 Quarter Tokens
for $1 with this ad.

I
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Wed. night- Ladies Night
$5 worth of tokens for $3

I
I

Thurs. night- College Night
-6 quarter tokens for $1 with I.D.
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The Electric Cowboy
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